and call these the concomitants of the order statistics. David, O'Connel~and Yang (1977) investigate the probability distribution _~of R • the rank of Y[ ] among the nY's. We apply these results to ã r.n r:n problem in the reconstruction of a broken random sample. first presented by DeGroot, Feder. and Goel (1971 Suppose a sample of size n is drawn from some bivariate distribution.
However, before the sample values are observed, each pair in the sample is broken into its two components. We observe the X's in some random order and the Y's in some independent random order, thus not knowing the original correspondence of X's and Y's. We consider the problem of matching one particular X, rather than reconstructing the entire sample. DeGroot, Feder, and Goel (1971) assume that the joint distribution of X and Y can be represented by a probability density function of the form - (x+y+0xy) f(x,y) = e {(l+ex)(l+0y) -0} (x>O, y>O, 0~0~1) , 4 as stated by Johnson and Kotz (1972) . When 0 = 0, X and Yare independent, and the correlation decreases as 0 increases. Also, PtY > ylX = x} decreases as x increases, so we say that Y is stochastically decreasing in X (see Barlow and Proschan (1975». From (2.2), we have (3.2) n-l roo roo s-l n-s P{R I = s} = n( 1) J_. J_. 0 3 04 f(x,y)dxdy.
,n s-
hen the joint probability density function of X and Y is (3.1),
-(x+y+OYv)
Making the appropriate substitutions,
. (e-(x+ y +0x Y )t(1 + ex) (1 + 0y) -0})dxdy
k=O
VJ
Integrating by parts Iand simplifying, we obtain !!.
s-I 1 (3.4) P{Rl,n = s} =~+ e 9 EI(:)(n(::
where E I (a) = r;~dx. We now compare P{R I = s} and P{R I = s-l}. ,n ,n n } { I S n n-l P{R = s} -P{R = s-l = n + e EI(S)(n(s_l) 1, n l,n n {~+ e S E I (~) (n(~=;) sI
We note that any monotonic increasing transformations applied separately to X and Y do not change the values of~rs. Due to this fact, (3.6) holds not only for X and Y having a joint probability density function of the form (3.1), but for all other variates having distributions which can be derived by such transformations. We conjecture that (3.6) holds for an even wider class of distributions.
General results for n=2.
Consider the case in which n=2, and Y is stochastically increasing in X.
Suppose X l : 2 = x l : 2 and X 2 : 2 = x 2 : 2 , where x l : 2 < x 2 : 2 . Then, -e
